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Introduction
Summer 2009 saw the ﬁrst sitting of some AS units of the new GCE2008 speciﬁcations. As support for
teachers, this booklet has been prepared as an exempliﬁcation of how marks were awarded to the written
paper for German 6GN02 during the Summer 2009 examination. It features work produced by the
candidates in the actual examination. It contains the questions and mark schemes, together with examples
of student answers. It gives the marks awarded for each exemplar response plus commentary by senior
examiners. It does not include exemplars for every question on the paper, but only those where contrasting
levels of response could be produced.
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Section C Writing question 8
SECTION C: WRITING
Text 8
File
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http://www.lastminuteangebot.de

About Us

Press Office

Membership

Offers

Shop

FAQs

Fit Facts

LASTMINUTE-ANGEBOT: Wien, Österreich

Leistung:

Ab:

Abreisetag:

Dauer:

Preis pro Person:

Hamburg

10.05.09

4 Tage

€ 323

Übernachtung mit Frühstück

Das Hotel „Wiener Hof“

•

ein zentral gelegenes Stadthotel

•

Innenstadt 20 Gehminuten entfernt

•

Straßenbahnhaltestelle vor dem Hotel.

Shop

Familienfreundliches Haus verfügt über

•

75 Zimmer

•

gemütliche Rezeption

•

Wiener Café mit Kaffee- und Kuchenspezialitäten

•

Lift.

Traditionell eingerichtete Zimmer mit

•

Dusche/WC

•

Direktwahltelefon

•

Satelliten-TV.

Reichhaltiges Frühstücksbuffet.

Flughafentransfer zum Hotel und zurück inklusive.

Kundenservice: info@lastminuteangebot.de
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8 Sie arbeiten in der Nähe von Hamburg und haben im Internet einen Urlaub in diesem
Hotel gebucht. Schreiben Sie eine E-Mail an die Reisefirma auf Deutsch (200-220 Wörter),
in der Sie auf Folgendes eingehen:

• Wer Sie sind und warum Sie schreiben
• Wann und warum Sie nach Wien gefahren sind
• Was Ihnen an dem Urlaub besonders gut gefallen hat
• Die vielen Probleme, die Sie erlebt haben
• Was Sie jetzt von der Firma „Lastminute-Angebot“ erwarten

Question
Number
8

Acceptable Answers

(30)

Mark

See assessment grids below

Examiner Tip
The bullet points deﬁne the content and are therefore prescriptive. In order to access the full range of marks
for Content and response, candidates must cover all points. Any omissions in this respect will affect their score.
Candidates should be encouraged to take on the role and try to write imaginatively as far as possible.
Candidates should write using a variety of structures and lexis which should be competently deployed. The list of
structures expected at AS level is available on pages 79- 81 of the speciﬁcation.
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Example scoring 26 (Content and response (AO2) = 13, Quality of language (AO3) =13)

13Q08CR
13Q08QL
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Examiner Comments
The candidate has understood the task and addressed all the prescribed bullet points. The ﬁrst bullet point is dealt with
succinctly, but with an element of creativity which is then picked up in both the next and the penultimate paragraphs. The
coverage of the other four tasks is more balanced and these points are well developed on the whole. The candidate uses
aspects from the stimulus text to support bullet points 3 and 4, thus demonstrating good understanding of that text. The
response is in the top band for Content and response, but at the 13 end. To lift it, the candidate could have been a bit more
imaginative throughout e.g. the ﬁnal bullet point produced a valid but nevertheless predictable suggestion.
The communication is very good overall: there are a couple of problems e.g. Momentan, studierte ich…. , …die wir erlebten
haben…. The candidate uses a wide variety of structures e.g. a range of subordinating conjunctions, relative clauses,
um…zu, range of tenses and verb forms and a pleasing range of lexis e.g. momentan, nützlich, sinnvoll, Ernährung, erleben.
There are errors in accuracy but the overall picture is positive. This response is in the top band for Quality of language, at
the 13 end. This could be lifted by tightening up on e.g. adjectival endings and genders, plurals (eine kleine Schwierigkeiten),
correct use of conditional and other issues of accuracy.
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Example scoring 12 (Content and response (AO2) = 7, Quality of language (AO3) =5)

7 Q08CR
5 Q08QL
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Examiner Comments
The candidate appears to have grasped the task overall. Task 1 is completed only partially – a minimal response of just
a name and some signiﬁcant ambiguity as to why the candidate is writing this email. Task 2 is complete – wann has
been addressed sequentially and the warum is covered further down into the email. Tasks 3 and 4 are completed albeit
superﬁcially, and reference is made to the stimulus text in these two points. The candidate has not addressed task 5 at all
and there is some irrelevance (the section on Hugo). The response falls into the 7 – 9 band, at the lower end: some points
have been developed, although at a modest level, there is some omission and irrelevance. This candidate would have fared
better by sticking more closely to the bullet points and addressing them one by one in the order given – although this may
result in a fairly pedestrian account, it does ensure there are no omissions and / or irrelevance.
Communication is generally satisfactory, although there are instances which require a degree of sympathetic reading and
there is a high incidence of error e.g. ich bin fahre….die Leute viele freundlich gewerden. On the other hand, there are
some examples of correct or nearly correct sentences e.g. ich habe Wurst gegessen und Kaffee getrunken, Ich habe nicht
ferngesehen, weil die fernsehen kaputt war. Sentences tend to be simple, but the candidate does attempt a modest variety
of structures e.g. subordination (weil, obwohl), inversion, and range of tenses. The lexis tends to adequate. The response
falls comfortably into the 4 - 6 band (language often inaccurate, limited variety of lexis). For this reason, the candidate was
awarded a mark of 5. Candidates should be able to demonstrate accuracy in basic German word order patterns and show
some progression from GCSE by deploying AS level lexis.
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Example scoring 17 (Content and response (AO2) = 10, Quality of language (AO3) =7)

10Q08CR
7 Q08QL
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Examiner Comments
The candidate has understood the task and addressed all bullet points relevantly, albeit in a somewhat pedestrian way.
There is some limited development, with points 3 and 4 arguably more successfully developed than the others. Task 5 in
particular is not well expanded. There is some evidence that the stimulus text has been read and understood. The response
falls into the 10 – 12 box and because it tends to the superﬁcial, it was awarded a score of 10. The candidate could improve
on this score by ensuring that each bullet point is developed with some detail. To do this within the word count, the
candidate should ensure that everything written is strictly relevant to the tasks set. Thus, whilst the sentence Die Reise hat
weniger als ein Uhr gedauert und war nicht so langweilig is not irrelevant as such, it is not strictly relevant to any one of
the tasks and the words might have been better used to develop one of the points further.
The candidate manages to communicate satisfactorily, but the level of accuracy achieved is extremely varied, with some
very basic errors in evidence e.g. und ich arbeiten in der Nähe von Hamburg and nächstes Jahr wurde ich im Urlaub mit
diese Firma alongside a more adept use of structures e.g. und letzte Woche bin ich auf Urlaub gefahren and ….dass es
sehr wichtig ist. There are relatively few simple sentences and it is fair to say that the candidate has attempted a range
of structures, such as subordinating conjunctions, range of tenses, adverbial phrases. The lexis is perhaps more limited,
although there is still some range in the adjectives used. For quality of language, this response falls into the 7 – 9 band at
the lower end. This candidate could have improved on this score by remembering basic rules of German grammar such as
verb endings and word order.
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